For attached and bridged osteoblasts, the maximum strains are 397µε and 177,200µε, respectively.
Introduction
Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine are promising strategies for replacing defective bone tissue and reconstructing bone defects to treat bone diseases and overcome the limitations of traditional bone graft replacement techniques, which include restricted bone availability, the requirement for additional invasive surgery and suffering of patients. Current bone tissue engineering (TE) approaches involve growing mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) under in vitro conditions on either natural or synthetic biomaterial scaffolds. Using such approaches, it has been shown that MSCs can differentiate along the osteogenic pathway in the presence of various biochemical factors and various biomaterial scaffolds, for example PLGA and collagen, and can elicit tissue differentiation in vitro that is indicative of bone formation (Lupu-Haber et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013; Park et al. 2012; Xie et al. 2013; Vozzi et al. 2013 ). However, existing TE approaches have not been able to regenerate tissue in vitro that can be used clinically to replace degenerated bone, support loading and enhance the growth and differentiation of new bone tissue in vivo. Particular limitations of current approaches are poor nutrient transport in biomaterial scaffolds, resulting in death of cells in scaffold cores, failure of the regenerated tissue to integrate with the host tissue and, most importantly, the tissue produced is not adequately stiff to fulfill load bearing functions in the body. Recent studies have shown that mechanical stimulation enhances bone tissue regeneration in vitro to a certain extent (Sittichockechaiwut et al. 2009; Jaasma et al. 2008; Goldstein et al. 2001) . In particular, it has been shown that osteogenic differentiation, as indicated by ALP, COX 2 and PGE 2 expression (Thompson et al. 2010; Keogh et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012) , is enhanced when bone cells are exposed to the fluid flow, compared to static culture (Jaasma et al. 2008; Goldstein et al. 2001; Li et al. 2009 ). Such changes could be related to the enhanced nutrient transport or mechanical stimulation of the cells within the scaffolds, but the precise nature of such changes is not yet known. In particular osteoblasts are sensitive to flow-induced shear stress, as has been demonstrated by in vitro studies of osteogenic responses by osteoblasts exposed to fluid shear stresses (Owan et al. 1997; You et al. 2000) .
Osteocytes are also sensitive to fluid shear stress and can transduce these mechanical stimuli into biochemical responses (Bacabac et al. 2004; Klein-Nulend et al. 1995) , and indeed are thought to be the most sensitive bone cell type to mechanical stimulation (Klein-Nulend et al. 1995; Westbroek et al. 2000) . Therefore, the quantification of mechanical stimulation on bone cells, in particular flowinduced shear stress, is necessary to inform future in vitro bone tissue regeneration strategies.
Tissue differentiation within biomaterial scaffolds is heterogeneous, due to variations in scaffold architecture and restrictions on fluid flow across different regions of the scaffold (Lyons et al. 2010; Samavedi et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2010) . Computational modelling has been applied to predict the mechanical stimulation experienced within tissue engineered scaffolds under flow perfusion or mechanical compression/stretching in vitro (Byrne et al. 2007; Stops et al. 2008; Stops et al. 2010; Olivares et al. 2009; Milan et al. 2009; Ryan et al. 2009; Jungreuthmayer et al. 2009; McCoy et al. 2012) . In general, these models have simulated the mechanical environment within biomaterial scaffolds using either finite element (FE) approaches or computational fluid dynamics (CFD). FE models have been applied to predict the biophysical stimuli created within idealised and µ-CT derived models of collagen-GAG scaffolds. For instance, Byrne et al. (2007) employed FE modelling, in combination with an adaptive mechanoregulation algorithm, to investigate bone tissue differentiation within an idealised scaffold under compression. Stops et al. (2008 Stops et al. ( , 2010 used an FE approach to study the mechanical stimuli experienced by cells in different regions of a realistic collagen-GAG scaffold under tensile stretch and compressive loading. The results showed a wide range of mechanical stimuli experienced by cells in different regions in the scaffolds due to a regional dependence of architectural and mechanical properties of the scaffold caused by the manufacturing process. In addition, CFD models have been used to predict the wall shear stress (WSS) along the scaffold surface arising under fluid flow through the scaffold (Olivares et al. 2009; Milan et al. 2009; Ryan et al. 2009 ). Both realistic and idealised scaffolds in these studies were assumed as rigid and cell-free, exposed to the fluid flow. The results showed that not only the input flow rate, but also the scaffold architecture and porosity had an influence on the mechanical stimuli (WSS) on the scaffold surfaces. However, these studies excluded the cells, which are composed of an elastic cell membrane that deforms in response to the fluid flow imposed by perfusion through the scaffold. A recent CFDelastostatics approach has been applied to model the geometry of the scaffolds from µ-CT scanned data and to include cells attached to the biomaterial scaffold (Jungreuthmayer et al. 2009; McCoy et al. 2012 ). These models represented the geometrical features of the in vitro environment and were applied to predict the WSS on cells and the resulting deformation of cells seeded within a flow perfusion bioreactor. These studies identified that cells that were bridged between two struts experienced much higher deformation than cells that were just attached to a single strut and therefore highlighted the importance of the scaffold pore size in determining the nature of cell attachment.
However, these studies were carried out using a one-way Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) approach and did not consider the influence of cellular deformation on the surrounding fluid flow.
In recent studies, advanced two-way fluid structure interaction (FSI) methods have been applied to model the complex interaction between soft cells and tissues and extracellular fluid flow (Birmingham et al. 2013; Vaughan et al. 2013 , Verbruggen et al. 2013 ). This approach allows deformable structures and resulting fluid flow fields to be predicted. By using the two-way FSI and multilevel methodologies, Vaughan et al. (2013) predicted with high resolution flow fields and cellular deformation, and revealed the influence of WSS and fluid pressure on the bone cells that were cultured in a parallel-plate flow chamber system. Verbruggen et al. (2013) applied a two-way FSI to precisely obtain the WSS and strain of the osteocytes in vivo environment. However, as yet these fully-coupled, high resolution techniques have not been applied to examine the 3D culture environment of bone cells in a TE scaffold.
The objective of this study is to apply two-way FSI and FE approaches to investigate the nature of the mechanical stimulation experienced by individual osteoblasts seeded on a biomaterial scaffold and exposed to flow perfusion and mechanical compression. A multilevel methodology is developed whereby a global CFD model is used to characterise the mechanical stresses within the scaffold under flow perfusion, while a local FSI model, informed by the results of the global model, is used to characterise the nature of the deformation experienced by osteoblasts attached within the scaffold. The cell-level models include the internal nucleus and cytoplasm, and the nature of mechanical stimulation on osteoblasts at different locations within the scaffold are analysed.
Furthermore, the stimulation on osteoblasts due to mechanical compression is investigated using a FE model. Such results are significant in order to precisely describe the mechanical stimulation of osteoblasts at different locations in the scaffold.
Materials and Methods
For the perfusion system, the model was formulated at two separate length scales as illustrated in Fig.   1 . At the global level, we developed a CFD model of an idealised scaffold with the hexagonal architecture ( Fig. 2(a) ) to predict local shear stress stimulation within the scaffold under typical flow perfusion regimes used in vitro. These results were used to define the boundary conditions for the subscaffold (cellular level) FSI model, providing a framework to relate scaffold level stimulation to local cellular deformation. This approach is described in further detail below. For the mechanical compression, the strains in osteoblasts were determined by a FE method as described in Section 2.3.
Global computational fluid dynamics model
To define the boundary conditions for the sub-scaffold (cellular level) model, a computational fluid dynamics global model (CFD) model of the scaffold was developed using ANSYS CFX (ANSYS, Inc., US). Based on the studies by Olivares et al. (2009) , the scaffold had a diameter of 8 mm and a regular hexagonal architecture, a porosity of 55% and a pore size l 1 =85 µm (width), l 2 =179.5 µm (length) (see Fig. 2(a, b) ). The central region of the scaffold (0.8 mm diameter and 4 mm length) was modelled as a series of repeating units in both the radial and longitudinal directions (8 mm diameter and 4 mm length). The model was meshed with 1,823,000 tetrahedral elements to resolve pressure and velocity fields inside the scaffold under steady-state conditions. The scaffold was fabricated from poly(D,L-lactide) (PDLLA) material, which had a Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of 3.3GPa and 0.3, respectively (Olivares et al. 2009 ). As the Young's modulus of the scaffold material was high, the influence of the fluid on the solid scaffold was neglected in the global CFD model. The perfusion media, Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) was modelled as a Newtonian fluid with a dynamic viscosity of µ = 1.45 mPa and a density of ρ = 1000 kg/m 3 (37 o C) (Olivares et al. 2009) . A constant uniform inlet fluid velocity profile was applied (v = 100 µm/s or 0.3 mL/min) (Gomes et al. 2003) , while no-slip boundary conditions were applied on all scaffold walls and a zero pressure boundary condition was assumed at the outlet. To distinguish the type of flow (laminar or turbulent), the Reynolds numbers (Re) was calculated according to the following equations.
For the rectangular pore flow:
For the hexagonal pore flow:
where, l 1 and l 2 were the width and length of rectangular pore as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
The Reynolds numbers were obtained as 0.0020 and 0.0025 respectively for rectangular pore flow and hexagonal pore flow. Since these values were much smaller than the critical value of 500, the model assumed laminar flow. Finally, the ANSYS CFX solver resolved the model using the finite volume method under the root-mean-square (RMS) residual convergence criteria of 1×10 -4 .
Sub-scaffold (cellular level) fluid-structure interaction model
To investigate the mechanical stimulation of osteoblasts under the fluid flow, local two-way fluidstructure interaction models were defined using the ANSYS Multiphysics platform, which coupled the ANSYS CFX solver and ANSYS Structure finite element solver. Specifically we investigated the effect of cell attachment at different locations along the scaffold, by developing three sub-scaffold FSI models representing three different regions (C, M, F in Fig. 2(a) ) where the boundary conditions were derived from the global model (described above), since the local pressure and fluid velocity fields were found to vary along the longitudinal direction of global scaffold.
The difference in cell geometry was investigated to account for osteoblasts that attached to the scaffold or bridged scaffold pores. In each sub-scaffold FSI model, we modelled four osteoblasts bridging across the pores and five osteoblasts attaching on the scaffold surfaces (see Fig. 2 and 4 represented different locations within a sub-scaffold (Fig. 2(b) ). The letters C, M and F denoted the three different regions of global scaffold in which the osteoblasts were located, where Region C corresponds to a region near the scaffold inlet, Region M corresponds to a region in the middle of the scaffold while Region F corresponds to a location near the scaffold outlet ( Fig. 2(a) ). All the osteoblasts were meshed using the Hex Dominant method, which generated 86,000 elements and 70,500 elements for attached and bridged osteoblasts, respectively.
We assumed that the cell cytoplasm and nucleus were isotropic and compressible materials (McCoy et al. 2012; Sugawara et al. 2008; Verbruggen et al. 2012) . For the cytoplasm, a Young's modulus (E cyto ) and a Poisson's ratio (ν) of 4.47kPa and 0.4 were assumed, while the Young's modulus (E nucl ) of nucleus was 17.88kPa and Poisson's ratio was 0.4 . It was assumed that the cell body and scaffold were perfectly adhered, which prevented fluid penetrating the cell-scaffold interface. The cell body surface was set as the fluid-solid interface, where the media generated the WSS and fluid pressure as the load to cells. The solid model of osteoblasts was resolved by an iterative solver using FE method.
The fluid properties in local FSI model were the same as those in the global CFD model described above. The inlet fluid velocity profile (matrix v) of the sub-scaffold was the local fluid velocity profile predicted by the global CFD model. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , six side faces of the fluid domain assumed a symmetry condition, which inhibited out-of-plane flow. The outlet boundary condition assumed as a static pressure (p 1 ), which was derived from the results of the global CFD model (see Fig. 3(c) ). The cell membrane formed the fluid-solid interface between the CFD and FE domains and this two-way FSI analysis followed a staggered iteration approach, whereby the fluid equations were solved and the resulting fluid stress tensor acting at any fluid-solid interfaces (in this case the cell membranes) is applied as the boundary condition on the solid domain, where resulting deformations are relayed back to the fluid domain and the solution continues through further iterations until a convergence criteria is reached. The fluid domain was meshed by a Tetrahedron method with a patch confirming algorithm. Additionally, the mesh on the fluid-solid interface was refined with an element size of 0.2µm. A total of 748,391 elements and 1,106,574 elements discretised the attached and bridged osteoblasts. Finally, the model was resolved in steady state by ANSYS CFX solver under the RMS residual convergence criteria of 1.0×10 -4 .
Mechanical compression model
As Fig. 4(b) . A Hex Dominant method was employed for meshing the sub-scaffold with osteoblasts bridged and attached in it, and 233,978 elements were generated for the sub-scaffold and cells. Finally, the strains in osteoblasts were computed by ANSYS Structural solver.
Results

Global computational dynamics model
The global CFD model was used to calculate the WSS, pressure and fluid velocity within the scaffold under perfusion fluid flow (v=100m/s), which informed the boundary conditions for the sub-scaffold (cell level) model. Fig. 3 (a, b) showed the pressure and fluid velocity distribution within the global scaffold. The pressure decreased from 0.95Pa to 0Pa along the longitudinal direction from the inlet to the outlet. Sub-scaffold models were located at three different longitudinal regions, C, M, and F, and at these locations the maximum fluid velocity occurred in the centre of the scaffold channel, as shown in Fig. 6a . Here, the maximum fluid velocities at Region C, M and F were 411µm/s, 393µm/s and 391µm/s, respectively. Fig. 7a shows the percentage of the scaffold surface areas experiencing different levels of WSS indicative for bone cell differentiation (0.1mPa -10mPa), and cartilage differentiation (10 -30mPa) (Olivares, et al. 2009; Prendergast, et al. 1997) . The results of the global model predicted that 75.4% and 24.4% of total scaffold surface area were exposed to levels of WSS sufficient to stimulate bone and cartilage differentiation, respectively. Figure 6 (a-c) shows the fluid velocity distribution at three different cross-sectional layers inside the sub-scaffold unit. As shown in Fig. 6 (e), the fluid velocity peaked in the central region of the subscaffold, and from Layer-1 to Layer-3 the maximum velocity decreased from 393µm/s to 245µm/s for the sub-scaffold model at Region M for example, where the effective area of the flow region increases due to the scaffold design. On the symmetric boundary locations (e.g. Position A and D in Fig. 6(c) ), fluid velocities were much lower than the central region.
Sub-scaffold (cellular level) fluid-structure interaction model
Influence of the longitudinal regions (C, M, and F) on the wall shear stress of osteoblasts
Figure 7(b) showed the maximum WSS on the osteoblasts that were analysed under the applied boundary conditions from the global CFD model, which was shown to vary within the range from 25mPa to 254mPa, depending on their location within the sub-scaffold. However, it was notable that osteoblasts in each of the different regions of the global scaffold (i.e. Regions C, M and F) received almost identical levels of stimulation, indicating that variation of cells in the longitudinal direction did not alter the maximum WSS imparted on the cells.
Influence of the locations within the sub-scaffold on the wall shear stress of osteoblasts
Variation of the cell locations within the sub-scaffold (A1-A5 and B1-B4) altered the maximum WSS experienced by the osteoblasts as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The average value of the maximum WSS on all of the attached osteoblasts and bridged osteoblasts was 50.8mPa and 119.9mPa, respectively. Fig. 7(c,   d) showed that the maximum WSS on osteoblasts (τ max ) was amplified in the interior of the scaffold compared to the maximum shear stress at the scaffold surface (τ 0 ). Specifically, osteoblasts at location
A3 showed approximately a five-fold increase of maximum WSS, compared to the maximum scaffold WSS at this location (i.e. τ max =5×τ 0 ). Osteoblasts at locations A1 and A2 showed approximately a twofold increase of WSS, compared to the maximum scaffold WSS at those locations (i.e. τ max =2×τ 0 ), while osteoblasts at locations A4, A5, B1, B2, B3 and B4 showed approximately a four-fold increase on the maximum scaffold WSS (i.e. τ max =4×τ 0 ).
Influence of longitudinal regions (C, M and F) on the strain of osteoblasts
The influence of longitudinal locations on strain distribution in the osteoblasts was shown in Fig. 8 .
As depicted in Fig. 8(a, b) , the attached osteoblasts in different longitudinal regions (C, M and F) exhibited variation with regard to the strain experienced within the cytoplasm, but no significant variation on the strain in nucleus of attached osteoblasts was observed. No significant difference in strain for bridged osteoblasts in different longitudinal regions was observed. Furthermore, the bridged osteoblasts exhibited much larger strain magnitudes compared to the attached osteoblasts. For attached and bridged osteoblasts, the maximum strains were 240µε and 107,100µε, respectively, and in both cases were concentrated at the edges of cells that connected to the scaffold surface. Meanwhile, very small strains were observed in the nucleus, 3.6µε and 8µε for both attached and bridged osteoblasts. Figure 9 showed the elastic equivalent strain in the osteoblasts at different locations within the subscaffold. For the attached osteoblasts, the maximum strain in the cell extension was higher in AC5 (397µε) than those in AC1 (100µε) and AC3 (200µε). For bridged osteoblasts, the BC2 cell showed the highest strain in the cell extension (177,200µε) compared to the cells in other locations. For the attached osteoblasts, the strain was amplified at the edges of cells that attached to the scaffold surfaces and the end of the cell extensions. For the bridged osteoblasts, the strain was not only concentrated at the connection between cell extensions and the scaffold surface, but also at the connection between the cell bodies and cell extensions. The maximum strains on attached and bridged osteoblasts were 397µε and 177,200µε, respectively. For the nucleus in both attached and bridged osteoblasts, the strain did not change with the variation of location, and were almost equally distributed with the values of 2µε and 65µε, respectively.
Influence of the locations within the sub-scaffold on the strain of osteoblasts
Mechanical compression model
The compressive strain distribution in scaffold and osteoblasts was depicted in Fig. 10 . As the scaffold showed symmetric strain distribution in the longitudinal direction, we investigated the represented cells of B3, B4, A1, A3 and A5. The cells of B3, A1 and A5 received very small strain (<1µε), which is the same with the strain on the surrounding scaffold surfaces. The Cell B4 showed the maximum strain of 10,000µε, which occurred at the connections between extensions and scaffold surfaces, while the Cell A3 exhibited the maximum strain of 22,600µε that happened not only at the connections between cell and scaffold surfaces but also the junctions between extensions and cell body. In cells extensions of both Cells B4 and A3, the strain was equally distributed with a value of 6,000µε.
Discussion
In this study, the mechanical stimulation on osteoblasts seeded in a TE scaffold was determined by means of a two-way multiscale FSI and FE computational approach. Importantly, the local subscaffold FSI models presented here allowed for an accurate transition between the global scaffold flow conditions and their resulting effect on local cellular deformation in the sub-scaffold FSI model. This allowed for accurate resolution of local flow fields and WSS profiles in the vicinity of osteoblast cells and our predictions highlighted that WSS imparted on cell membranes could undergo significant amplification (in some cases five-fold), when compared to WSS acting on the scaffold in the same location. The results also showed that (i) for stimulation by flow perfusion: bridged cells were more highly stimulated than attached cells, similar to (Jungreuthmayer et al. 2009; McCoy et al. 2012); (ii) for stimulation by compression: the attached cells received more stimulation than the bridged cells.
We predicted that the magnitude of stimulation to these bridged cells in fluid flow was similar throughout the longitudinal direction of the scaffold, however, showed some degree of variation depending on their location within the sub-scaffold unit cell, with higher magnitudes of stimulation evident in the central region of the sub-scaffold unit cell. Within the local FSI model, we also predicted low flow areas and a certain amount of recirculation in the periphery of the unit cell that resulted in reduced cell stimulation in these areas and could have certain implications for nutrient transport through the scaffold.
One of the main potential limitations in this study was the use of an idealised model to represent the osteoblast geometry, which might not fully represent the cell geometries that would be seen in TE scaffolds in vitro. However studies incorporating osteoblast geometries, for e.g. derived from confocal microscopy imaging, would require significant local mesh refinement to accurately resolve all geometric features, especially at the interfaces between cells and fluid where a particular refined mesh was required to solve the pressure and velocity fields, and as such would be computationally challenging. Secondly, the study only considers a single scaffold that had a repeating hexagonal unit cell architecture. It has been shown previously that the chosen scaffold architecture affects fluid flow fields within the scaffold (Olivares, et al. 2009 ), which would certainly affect subsequent cellular deformation. However, the focus of this paper was to outline a multiscale framework that allowed a suitable prediction of scaffold level forces to cell level deformations. Future studies will include different geometries and focus on the combined effects of porosity and pore size on cell level stimulation using the multiscale framework developed herein. These parameters could have important implications as it has been previously suggested that pore size is a controlling parameter in determining the relative density of bridged and attached cells within the scaffold (Jungreuthmayer et al. 2009 ). Thirdly, to simplify the model, we only considered a steady-state solution of fluid flow fields and passive behaviour of osteoblast cell, where the constitutive model was assumed to isotropic and linearly elastic. The assumption of linear isotropy by Verbruggen et al. (2012; and Blecha et al. (2010) have shown sufficient accuracy to describe cell behaviour for steady-state analysis, due to the small strains involved in the analysis.
The key findings of this study have highlighted significant amplification of WSS at cell membranes compared to the scaffold surfaces. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models have characterised fluid flow within scaffolds and have estimated that a wall shear stress (WSS) of 0.1mPa -10mPa on the scaffold surfaces was favourable for bone cell differentiation (Olivares et al. 2009; Prendergast, et al. 1997) , while WSS of 100mPa was estimated to correlate to the enhancement of osteoblast differentiation and proliferation capacity within a cell-seeded scaffold (Ban et al. 2011; Bancroft et al. 2002) . Our results in Fig. 7(a) showed that 75.4% of scaffold surface had a WSS of 0.1mPa -10mPa, which would indicate bone cell differentiation at these locations. In addition, a study by Li et al. (2009) suggested that a scaffold-level WSS in the range of 5mPa -15mPa could increase the mineralisation and accelerate osteogenic differentiation of MSCs. Correlated to the results in our study, we found that 66.2% of scaffold surface area experienced the WSS between 5mPa and 15mPa, which indicated that osteogenic differentiation of MSCs would be enhanced in these areas. More importantly, due to the high resolution of our local sub-scaffold FSI model, it was shown that the WSS was amplified significantly at the cell level when compared to the predicted WSS from the global model, with certain cases exhibiting a five-fold increase. Interestingly, similar cell level amplification effects of WSS have been observed for 2D cell perfusion systems (Anderson et al. 2006; Vaughan et al. 2013 ). However, in 2D cell perfusion systems, the WSS magnitudes to stimulate a biochemical response of cells in osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation were much higher than the levels of WSS in our study. For example, Yourek et al. (2010) and Juhasz et al. (2014) found that the WSSs of 900mPa and 5,000mPa could enhance osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation, respectively, which were significantly higher than the WSS in our study. However, a recent study also found that fluid pressure dominated the mechanical stimulation of bone cells in parallel plate flow chambers more so than shear stress ) and as such the higher levels of WSS reported for osteogenic differentiation in 2D cell perfusion systems may be confounded by the pressure in each system, which has not been widely characterised or reported.
In Fig. 7(b) , osteoblast cells at the location of A1 (Region C), B1, B3 (Region M, F) and B4 experienced WSS levels lower than 100mPa, which might indicate that ALP production and osteoblastic differentiation of these cells would be enhanced, based on previous experimental studies of osteoblasts in 3D scaffold under a flow rate of 3mL/min (Bancroft et al. 2002) . However, this study noted that the shear stress might exceed of 200mPa after cells produce an extracellular matrix, which would decrease the scaffold porosity. It has also been shown that WSS of 10 -30mPa can induce osteogenic differentiation of MSCs, whose ALP activity and calcium deposition might significantly increase (Sikavitsas et al. 2003 ) and cells at locations of A3, A4 and A5 experience stresses within this range. In addition, Seliktar et al. (2002) found that shear stresses in the range of 100mPa -5,000mPa
could induce and promote chondrogenic differentiation of stem cells in a 3D scaffold. In this study we predicted that cells at locations A1, B2 and B3 (Region C) experienced shear stresses within this range and as such might be stimulated to undergo chondrogenic differentiation.
Furthermore, this study found that bridged cells experienced much higher stimulation levels than attached cells in the fluid flow, similar to (Jungreuthmayer et al. 2009; McCoy et al. 2012 ).
Interestingly, bridged cells underwent similar magnitudes of stimulation irrespective of their longitudinal positions in the global scaffold (see Fig. 8 ). However, the magnitude of stimulation did depend upon on their local position in the sub-scaffold model. In particular, cells located in the central region of the sub-scaffold model experienced highest levels of stimulation due to their exposure to higher fluid velocities, and subsequent shear stresses in these regions. For these bridged cells, our models predicted that it was at the cellular extensions (which form the attachment with the scaffold) that cells experience much higher levels of stimulation (177,200µε) compared to the cell body or nucleus regions. Interestingly, an in vitro study on osteocyte cells in 2D culture (Adachi et al. 2009) has shown that osteocyte cell processes are much more mechanosensitive than the cell body.
Importantly, our models predicted that bridged cells within the scaffold experienced strain levels exceeding 10,000µε, which was believed to be the threshold of mechanical strain required to elicit an osteogenic response from bone cells under 2D substrate stretching in vitro (You et al. 2000) . Also, these bridged cells showed higher strain levels than recent computational predictions of the mechanical stimuli to bone cells in vivo, which were found to be in the range of 23με-26,000με (Verbruggen et al. 2013) . In contrast it was found that the attached cells received minimal amounts of strain stimulation, much less than the 10,000µε threshold thought to be responsible for osteogenic responses (You et al. 2000) , indicating that attached cells might not play any role in bone forming activity under the applied fluid flow stimulus.
It should be noted that predictions of WSS acting on attached cells were only slightly smaller than those predicted on bridged cells implying that both cell types were subject to similar shear stress stimulation from the surrounding fluid field. The vast differences in strain magnitudes were down to the much smaller relative area of cell-scaffold attachment present on bridged cells. A previous statistical study showed that within a scaffold, which had an average pore size of 140µm, 75% of the cells were bridged across the pore of scaffold and 25% of the cells were attached on the scaffold surface (Freyman et al. 2001) . Together with the results of the current study, we propose that bone This study also showed that the sub-scaffold FSI model had certain regions with very low flow velocities and even some areas of recirculation. These occurred in peripheral regions of the unit cell and were likely a result of the regular cross section of the scaffold strut, which caused separation of the flow and resulting recirculation (Fig. 6(d) ). In these local regions, reduced cell stimulation was evident and such areas could potentially result in reduced nutrient transport through the scaffold, which could impede osteogenic differentiation in an in vitro environment. The methods developed here could be implemented for numerical scaffold design optimisation to avoid the occurrence of such regions in TE scaffolds. The results shown here highlighted that cells located in more central regions of the unit cell sub-scaffold geometry received higher levels of stimulation.
In addition, the study of stimulation by mechanical compression (0-0.5% strain; 1Hz)
revealed that the attached cells were more highly stimulated than the bridged cells. Moreover, some cells (i.e. B1, B4 and A3) could experience the strain in excess of the threshold for osteogenic response (10,000µε) (You et al. 2000) . Therefore a change in pore size might affect the amount of bridged cells and attached cells, and thereby alter the stimulation received by the cells within the scaffold. Furthermore, the results of this study show that, for mechanical stimulation by compression at large strain magnitudes or high frequency, the influence of fluid flow caused by compression is significant and should be considered as an additional stimulus to the cells within a fluid filled porous TE scaffold.
Finally, after comparing the flow perfusion system (inlet fluid velocity of 100µm/s) to the mechanical compression system (applied strain of 0.5%), we suggest that a combination of flow perfusion and mechanical compression is preferable for enhancing bone cell differentiation.
Specifically, we predicted that more bridged osteoblasts received strains in excess of the threshold of osteogenic differentiation (10,000µε) in the perfusion system, whereas more attached cells experienced strain over this threshold in the compression system. On the other hand, the mechanical stimulation by compression had some limitations, compared to flow perfusion system. Firstly, the WSS on cells stimulated in mechanical compression system was so low that it could be ignored, particularly when compared to the WSS level in perfusion systems. From the perspective of nutrient transport, as the fluid velocity was much larger in the perfusion system than that in the compression system, the culture medium would be more greatly forced to distribute through the pores of scaffold, thereby enhancing the nutrient transport and improving the mass transfer rate not only at the strut periphery but also within the internal pores. Therefore, a combination of flow perfusion and mechanical compression may compensate for the limitations of each other.
Conclusions
In this study, we developed a novel multiscale CFD and FSI model to determine the mechanical 
